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Reading- Lesson 4: Describing Events

Weekly
Standards RL.1.3 Describe…. major events… in a story, using key details

Weekly Essential
Questions How canI use the events of a story to better understand the content?

I Can…
I can understand that a story has events.
I can identify major story events in sequence.
I can use details to describe major story events.

ELA Vocabulary events, major, important

Monday
Target Question:  What
are events?

Tuesday
Target Question: How do
the events affect the
characters?

Wednesday
Target Question: HOw do
the events affect the
settings?

Thursday
Target Question: What are
events in a story?

Friday
Target Question:What are
events in a story?

W.O.W

Content and substance,
Organization and Knowledge,

Production of adverse
consequences, Clear and

Compelling Product Standards

Content and substance,
Organization and Knowledge,

Production of adverse
consequences, Clear and

Compelling Product Standards

Content and substance,
Organization and Knowledge,

Production of adverse
consequences, Clear and

Compelling Product Standards

Content and substance,
Organization and Knowledge,

Production of adverse
consequences, Clear and

Compelling Product Standards

Content and substance,
Organization and Knowledge,

Production of adverse
consequences, Clear and

Compelling Product Standards

Ready
Lesson

Bellringer:
Discuss order of events.
Define words like first,

next, and last along with
beginning, middle, and

end.

Anticipatory Set:
Introduce the standard.

Discuss what an event is.

Read the story on page
53

Guided Practice:
Revisit Mice and Beans,

read page 11

Model why the events of
that page are important to

the story.

Discuss why the details of
what she did and what she
made affect the end of the

story

Turn to page 54 in student
book, model writing

Guided Practice:
Revisit The Polar Bear Son,

read pages 16-18

Ask; “What do the words
spring, summer, and long

dark winter mean?”

Talk about how the setting
changes and how the

change of the setting is an
event itself

Turn to page 55 in student
books

Independent Practice:
Review what events are
and how they can affect

the story

Model finding events in
stories

Reread the polar bear son,
pages 24-27

Students independently
find the major event from

the pages and write a
complete sentence

Assessment:
Students will be read a

story and need to identify
the beginning, middle, and
end of the story along with

specific events.

Closure:
Define what events are

and how we can find them
in a story.
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Discuss what happened
first, next, and last

Reorder the events and
see if it still makes sense.

complete sentences to
answer questions Model writing complete

sentences using correct
punctuation and

capitalization

Discuss what happened
after the major event and

how it is an event too

Make sure to note how the
pictures and the words

work together to give you
all the information the

reader needs.

Phonics
L Blends

blank, flip, slack, glad, plum, block, clap, slug, plank, cliff
I will flip on the cliff.

W.O.W Novelty
and Variety

Centers

Teacher Center:
Recognizing/ Writing L
Blend Words in sentences
Center 1: iReady Reading
Center 2: Google
Classroom activity
Center 3: CVC secret
words

Teacher Center:
Recognizing/ Writing L
Blend Words in sentences
Center 1: iReady Reading
Center 2: Google
Classroom activity
Center 3: CVC secret
words

Teacher Center:
Recognizing/ Writing L
Blend Words in sentences
Center 1: iReady Reading
Center 2: Google
Classroom activity
Center 3: CVC secret words

Teacher Center:
Recognizing/ Writing L
Blend Words in sentences
Center 1: iReady Reading
Center 2: Google
Classroom activity
Center 3: CVC secret
words
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Math: Lesson 8 Subtract to Compare

Weekly
Standards

1.OA.A.1 Use addition and subtraction within 20 to solve word problems involving situations of adding to,
taking from, putting together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns in all positions, e.g., by using
objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.

Weekly Essential
Question How can I add and subtract in word problems?

I Can…

I can understand a comparison problem situation as subtraction and/or related addition.
I can compare two quantities, determining which is greater or lesser and identifying how many more or how
many fewer one quantity is than the other.
I can write and solve subtraction and addition equations to solve comparison word problems.

Math
Vocabulary compare, more than, fewer, subtract, subtraction equation, minus sign

Monday
Target Question: How
can I use subtraction
to compare groups of
objects?

Tuesday
Target Question: How
can I use subtraction to
compare groups of
objects?

Wednesday
Target Question: How can I
use subtraction to compare
groups of objects?

Thursday
Target Question: How
can I use subtraction to
compare groups of
objects?

Friday
Target Question: How
can I use subtraction to
compare groups of
objects?

W.O.W

Content and substance,
Organization and

Knowledge,
Production of adverse

consequences, Clear and
Compelling Product

Standards

Content and substance,
Organization and

Knowledge,
Production of adverse

consequences, Clear and
Compelling Product

Standards

Content and substance,
Organization and Knowledge,

Production of adverse
consequences, Clear and

Compelling Product Standards

Content and substance,
Organization and Knowledge,

Production of adverse
consequences, Clear and

Compelling Product Standards

Content and substance,
Organization and Knowledge,

Production of adverse
consequences, Clear and

Compelling Product Standards
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Ready Lesson 8: Subtract to
Compare

Anticipatory Set

Count to 120:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=KQJsv8
Gv_YM

Subtract to compare:
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=mARCcT3
9eVw

Iready practice tutorial
“compare unknown”

Finish Iready practice
tutorial
“compare unknown”

Guided Practice

TTW prompt prior
knowledge

by showing Ready
Math slide with daily

math question:

TTW compare two
groups of objects to
determine whether
there are more or

fewer of one object
than another. Then

they solve a problem
that asks how many
fewer objects one

group has.
Complete pages

165-166.

TTW prompt prior
knowledge

by showing Ready
Math slide with daily

math question:

TTW model how to
compare two quantities
to solve a problem
about which group has
more. The purpose of
this problem is for
students to develop an
understanding of
finding a difference in
terms of how many
more.

Complete pages
169-172.

TTW prompt prior
knowledge

by showing Ready Math
slide with daily math

question:

TTW have students
compare two quantities to

solve a problem about
which group has fewer. The
purpose of this problem is
for children to develop an
understanding of finding a
difference in terms of how

many fewer.
Complete pages 175-178.

TTW prompt prior
knowledge

by showing Ready Math
slide with daily math

question:

TTW have students solve
practice problems using
bar models to subtract in

solving comparison
problems.

Complete 181-182.

Assessment Review:
TSW practice using

subtraction to compare
two quantities. Complete

pages 185-186.

Independent
Practice

TSW complete Ready
Math Practice Pages

TSW complete Ready
Math Practice Pages

TSW complete Ready Math
Practice Pages 179 and 180.

TSW complete Ready
Math Practice Pages
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167 and 168. TTW
read aloud the

question and students
will solve.

173 and 174. TTW
read aloud the question
and students will solve.

TTW read aloud the
question and students will

solve.

183-184. TTW read
aloud the question and

students will solve.

Assessments

TTW observe students
completing the

independent pages.
TTW remediate/

correct any
misconceptions..

TTW observe students
completing the
independent pages.
TTW remediate/
correct any
misconceptions.

TTW observe students
completing the independent

pages. TTW remediate/
correct any misconceptions

TTW observe students
completing the

independent pages. TTW
remediate/ correct any

misconceptions

Friday daily grade. From
Ready Math Toolbox

Closure

EXIT TICKET: EXIT TICKET:
EXIT TICKET: EXIT TICKET:

Centers

Teacher Center: Green
pages in iReady book
Center 1: iReady math
Center 2: Google
Classroom activity
Center 3: Flashcard
addition

Teacher Center: Green
pages in iReady book
Center 1: iReady math
Center 2: Google
Classroom activity
Center 3: Flashcard
addition

Teacher Center: Green
pages in iReady book
Center 1: iReady math
Center 2: Google Classroom
activity
Center 3: Flashcard addition

Teacher Center: Green
pages in iReady book
Center 1: iReady math
Center 2: Google
Classroom activity
Center 3: Flashcard
addition


